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REVIEWS. 

Lundy : Isle of Puffins. By Richard Perry. (Lindsay Drummond.) 
With 37 photographs by Alan Richardson. 12s. 6d. net. 

T H I S book is the result of observation during the five summer months 
of 1939 which Mr. Perry spent on Lundy, off the N. Devon coast. 
I t is a well-written, fascinating record, and the careful descriptions, 
almost dramatically elaborated, of gulls and auks and migrant birds, 
reveal a passionate interest recalling tha t of Selous in his Bird-Watcher 
in the Shetlands. Mr. Perry has left behind much of the imaginative 
speculation of his earlier book, A t the Turn of the Tide, and has con
centrated more on recording direct observation. The result is 
correspondingly more effective. I t is, however, disappointing to find, 
sandwiched between much detail minutely set down, slices of careless 
observation. This and the complete absence of reference to the work 
of earlier observers on Lundy, detract from the book's value to the 
ornithologist. For instance, whereas Messrs. V. C. Wynne Edwards 
and T. H. Harrisson in their notable 1930 census of Lundy (Journal 
of Ecology, XX, 2, p. 374) record 41 pairs of Rock-Pipits breeding, 
Mr. Perry vaguely refers to " a score or so of rock-pipits " wintering 
and nesting on Lundy; (but in the census at the end of the book 
he puts down only 20 pairs). While he describes in detail the noises 
of the Manx Shearwaters at night and estimates that there are 1,000 
pairs nesting, but in five months he made no serious a t tempt to 
discover whether they were actually breeding on the island, and 
concludes this chapter lamely and unconvincingly with the statement 
tha t lighthouse-keepers " have dug out old birds and eggs from 
accessible burrows, photographed them, and shown the photographs 
t o me." We have seen the same sort of thing said about many places 
in west Wales and Ireland where Shearwaters visit at night but have 
not been proved to breed, and Mr. Perry's evidence is quite unacceptable 
as a positive record. 

So much more, too, might have been achieved, and guesswork 
eliminated, if Mr. Perry had used rings. As it is, he does not state 
whether he even marked with pencil eggs under observation, though 
he mentions incubation periods as if he had checked them by some 
method. Thus he says (p. 75) : " After some thirty-eight days incuba
tion the first young Puffins hatched," and (p. 80) " after some fourteen 
t o seventeen days stuffing, the parents . . . have left the chick alone 
until hunger shall drive it forth under cover of night." If we are to 
believe Mr. Perry, the Puffin takes less than eight weeks over incubation 
and rearing, although (p. 83) he says tha t the adults are eighteen 
weeks on land. Before he went to Lundy Mr. Perry could have 
ascertained tha t the true incubation period of the Puffin is 40-43 days, 
and tha t of fledging 47-51 days (see Brit. Birds, XXVII , p . 220). 
Mr. Perry has here made the serious error of guessing t ha t the Puffin 
(as an auk) has a brief fledging period similar to tha t of the Razorbill 
and Guillemot, forgetting or overlooking the fact tha t these two auks 
go to sea when only half-grown (though fully feathered), whereas the 
young Puffin, remaining longer a t the nest, is full-grown when i t goes 
t o the sea. Mr. Perry is also too confident about the sexes, which are 
always difficult to distinguish (unless coition takes place) in sea-birds 
where both, as in the Lundy birds, take part in domestic duties. 
Ringing—when possible—would have helped greatly here, and also 
in the case where, as Mr. Perry asserts, individual adult Razorbills 
and Guillemots returned to the ledges after they had been seen con
voying the chick out to sea. In our experience it is more likely tha t 
these adults were not the original parents but were birds which had 
not bred or had lost their eggs earlier, and were exploring a suitable 
ledge left vacant by more successful adults. That this is more likely 
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is somewhat confirmed by Mr. Perry's own observations on the bridled 
mates of plain Guillemots. He had here individuals which he could 
distinguish from the crowd—and none of the bridled birds are recorded 
as returning to the cliffs after leaving with their chicks. In the chapter 
on " Birds of Passage " he suggests " tha t with the exception of a 
small percentage of the earlier summer migrants, all spring passage " 
over Lundy " is directed to the High North." But he does not mention 
t h a t ringing (the surest way of proving this) on the neighbouring 
island of Skokholm, which has an almost identical migration, has by 
no means fulfilled this prophecy. 

These are some of the snags in a book containing many valuable 
observations. There is an interesting account of the passage of young 
Guillemots and Razorbills from the high cliffs to the sea ; Mr. Perry 
says they flutter down unaided and arrive unharmed even on rocks 
and in surf, confirming the observation of other careful students and 
helping to dispose of the old theory (which even Coward repeated, 
from hearsay, in his Birds of the British Isles) t ha t the young are forced 
down to the sea by their parents or are carried down by them. The 
photographs, many of them close-up views of individual nesting 
sea-birds, are delightful. R.M.L. 

The Truth about the Cuckoo. By Edgar P. Chance. (Country Life.) 
Illustrated. 12s. 6d. net. 

READERS of Mr. Chance's earlier book, The Cuckoo's Secret (1922), 
•will be familiar with the systematic work carried out by the author 
resulting in the elucidation of much in the breeding biology of the 
Cuckoo tha t had been dark and doubtful. Those who have read t h a t 
book may be resentful tha t a large part of the present work is scarcely 
paraphrased repetition and tha t this is only cursorily mentioned on 
page 66 when new history begins with the fifth season of the protagonist 
Cuckoo. 

Here is a summary of the methods used by Mr. Chance in making 
his discoveries. As an egg-collector he knew from the constant charac
teristics of Cuckoos' eggs found in certain districts year after year 
t h a t these were laid by the same females. He knew also tha t these 
"were as a rule found in the nests of one species of bird and from this 
he deduced tha t the number of eggs laid by a Cuckoo would depend 
in a measure on the number of opportunities presented to her. Further, 
experience had taught him tha t when small birds lose their nests and 
eggs they quickly build and lay again. Starting from here he found 
for the prosecution of his researches an ideal terrain, a small common 
inhabited by an isolated colony of Meadow-Pipits and two at tendant 
female Cuckoos. One of these Cuckoos became the subject of intensive 
study throughout five seasons in which 87 of her eggs were taken. 
In 1922, the last season, she laid the astonishing number of 25 eggs 
between May n t h and June 29th all in the nests of 11 pairs of Meadow-
Pipits. This achievement was promoted by systematic work directed 
by Mr. Chance. A census of the Meadow-Pipits was made and their 
nests found either by search or by watching the Cuckoo in her 
preparatory activities. These nests were taken in such a way tha t t he 
Pipits* repeated efforts to breed provided a continuous stimulus to t he 
Cuckoo. Observation had confirmed tha t the Cuckoo lays on alternate 
days and when it became possible to foretell almost with certainty 
the nest in which she would lay the camera was often there to prove 
how it was done. 

Mr. Chance now asserts tha t the Cuckoo invariably lays her egg 
into the nest, never carrying it in her bill and although admittedly 
there are individual variations in less essential details of conduct, this 
conclusion is in all probability correct. 
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There is an interesting account of the actions of the Cuckoo which 
occupied the common in 1924, a blunderer by comparison, and detailed 
accounts of other Meadow-Pipit Cuckoos and experiments with 
" decoy " nests. Notable among Cuckoos parasitic on less usual 
fosterers such as Yellow-Bunting and Spotted Flycatcher, of which 
detailed lists of layings are given, is a Wren-Cuckoo, some of whose 
eggs were accepted, but unfortunately the collector concerned limited 
the extent of his discoveries by taking these. 

Mr. Chance, in the realm of metaphysics revealing himself both as a 
fundamentalist and a qualified disciple of Darwin, is difficult t o follow. 
*' These superficial days , " " this materialistic age " and " self-styled 
scientists lacking any outstanding noble character whereby to justify 
respect " are alike deplored. Whatever he may mean by superficial 
days he would surely not deny tha t field-ornithologists, himself among 
them, have done thorough work in recent t imes. He favours t he 
view tha t Cuckoos pair for life and in a limited sense they do since 
males, even if the evidence of their vocal idiosyncrasies is unacceptable, 
presumably like females, return yearly to the same locality. Against 
promiscuity or polyandry it is argued tha t such practice would tend 
to negative the evolution of a well-adapted type of egg, but Professor 
R. C. Punnett, in a technical statement on the genetical aspect of t he 
Cuckoo given as an appendix, does n o t assert that , as in the case of 
the domestic fowl, the factors concerned are transmitted equally and 
independently by either sex. He says they may be. 

Perhaps the tit le of this book is too comprehensive but much t ru th 
about the Cuckoo has been discovered and more can be if observers 
carry on the work so well begun. The book is sponsored by Mr. James P . 
Chapin and Mr. Biian Vesey-Fitzgerald who in the preface treads 
delicately the dangerous ground of protection. I t is lavishly illustrated 
with excellent photographs including three full pages of cinefilm 
showing the Cuckoo in the act of laying. G.C. 
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